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ABSTRACT
Hyperspectral images have high dimensions, making it difficult to determine accurate and efficient image segmentation algorithms. Dimension reduction data is done to overcome these problems. In this paper we use Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA). The accuracy and efficiency of the segmentation algorithm used will affect final results of image classification. In this paper a new method of multilevel thresholding is introduced for segmentation of hyperspectral images. A method of swarm optimization approach, namely Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) is used to find n-1 optimal m-level threshold on a given image. A new classification image approach based on Darwinian particle swarm optimization (DPSO) and support vector machine (SVM) is used in this paper. The method introduced in this paper is compared to existing approach. The results showed that the proposed method was better than the standard SVM in terms of classification accuracy namely average accuracy (AA), overall accuracy (OA) and Kappa index (K).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imaging also known as spectroscopy imaging is a technique that is well known among several fields of research, especially in remote sensing satellite. This technique relates to measurement, analysis and interpretation of spectral obtained from a scene or a particular object in short, medium and long waves through an airborne or satellite sensor. The concept of hyperspectral imaging was first raised by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), where a system the Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) was built to explain this technology [1].

Image classification plays an important role in the analysis image. Some examples of image classification applications include land cover mapping, forest management, regional development, etc. One of the things that are important in classification is obtaining high accuracy. Accuracy plays a very important role in a variety of applications, including in the remote sensing field. One way to improve accuracy is use sequential spatial-spectral information [2]. Methods for finding spatial information among others are morphological filters [3], watershed methods [4], and Markov random fields [5]. While another way to improve accuracy results by involving spatial information is to use the spatial structure that will be displayed in image segmentation.

Image segmentation is a procedure that can be used to modify the accuracy of classification maps. Several methods for multispectral and hyperspectral image segmentation have been introduced in some literature. Some of these methods are based on a method of merging regions, where adjacent segmented areas are combined with others according to their homogeneity criteria. One simple and very well known method for image segmentation is thresholding. Various types of optimal thresholding methods have been introduced in the literature [6] [7]. One strategy for finding the optimal threshold set is to take into account exhaustive search. The search method commonly used is based on the Otsu’s criteria [8]. Searching to find the optimal n-1 threshold involves evaluating fitness for \( n(L - n + 1)^{n-1} \) combination of threshold and \( L \) is the intensity level in each component. Therefore, this method is not desirable if it is viewed in terms of computing time. Alternatively, the problem of determining n-1 optimal threshold for thresholding n-level imagery can be formulated as a multidimensional optimization problem. To solve this problem, several biologically inspired algorithms have been explored in image segmentation [8].

One segmentation method based on the threshold is the Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) which can overcome trapping of local optima commonly experienced by traditional Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In this paper, a new spectral-spatial classification approach is introduced to improve the classification accuracy of hyperspectral images. First, the input image will be reduced in dimension by using Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA), the results will be segmented by DPSO. In the end, segmented images will be classified using support vector machine (SVM). The result form image segmentation and spectral classification is combined by using majority vote (MV) approach.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, the introduction of this research is presented. In Section 2 it explained methodologies are consists of input data, Discriminant independent component analysis, multilevel thresholding using DPSO method and support vector machine. Section 3 is specifically explained about result and discussion in this paper. Section 4 presents conclusion.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY
Flow chart of method in this paper is shown in Figure-2. Dimensional reduction of data was carried out by using Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA). The segmentation multilevel thresholding method based on DPSO, and spectral information classified by SVM.

2.1 Dataset Image
Aviris Indian Pines Data: image used to research is Indian Pines hyperspectral. Image obtained from Aviris sensor that flew over the north western Indiana area in 1992. This image has a size of its spectral resolution of 145 x 145 pixels. Where in this image consists of 220 spectral bands (Noise already omitted) [9]. Ground truth Indian pines hyperspectral image consists of 16 classes: Alfalfa, corn no-till, corn-min till, corn, grass-pasture, grass-trees, grass-mowed, hay-windowed, oats, soybean-no till, soybean-min till, soybean-cleam, wheat, woods, building-press-drive, stone-steel-tower. Figure 1 is depicts Aviris Indian Pines dataset and its reference map.

(a)
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Fig 1: Aviris Indian Pines dataset (a) Composite color 3-band (R,G,B) (b) Reference map

2.2 Discriminant Independent Component Analysis
In the Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA) method, multivariate data with lower dimensions and independent features are obtained through Negentropy maximization. In DICA, the Fisher criterion and the sum of marginal negentropy independent features are extracted by maximizing simultaneously. Negentropy is a statistical estimate of non-Gaussian random variables. An approach of marginal negentropy can be written as an equation (1).

\[ J(y_i) = k_1(E(G^1(y_i))^2 + k_1(E(G^2(y_i) - E(G^2(y_i))))^2 \]  

(1)

In the equation (1), \( G^1 \) and \( G^2 \) represented non quadratic function odd and even. There are some general elections for a random vector with symmetrical distribution (normal):

\[ G^1(y_i) = y_i^3 \]  

(2)

\[ G^2(y_i) = \frac{1}{a_i} \log \cosh a_i y_i \quad 0 \leq a_i \leq 1 \]  

(3)

\[ G^2(y_i) = \exp \left( \frac{y_i^2}{2} \right) \]  

(4)

Maximization of the marginal quantity of Negentropy with covariance unit can be obtained through the Lagrange equation in the following form:

\[ L(W) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left[ E(G(w^2 z)) - E(G(v)) \right]^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{R} \beta_i (w_i^2 w_i - 1) \]  

(5)

The features can be obtained by maximizing the target function in equation (5). The optimization problem that maximizes the function of criteria from the classification and negentropy performance of the independent features extracted simultaneously can be defined by an Lagrange equation in the following form:

\[ L = L(W) + k\Phi(W, Z, C) \]  

(6)

\( k \) is constant. \( \Phi \) is a function to measure efficient classification from features \( y \) given \( C \) and \( L(W) \) same with equation (5).

2.3 Multilevel Thresholding Segmentation Using DPSO
Multilevel segmentation techniques provide an efficient way to image analysis. The problem faced is usually the automatic selection of an optimal n-level threshold. Threshold can be found using the Otsu’s method [10], which can maximize variance between classes. Pixels of an image are represented in the L gray level. Number of pixels at level l as \( n_l \), the total number of pixels denoted through \( N = n_1 + n_2 + \cdots + n_L \). The gray level histogram is normalized and is considered probability distribution equation written in the equation (1).

\[ p_i = \frac{n_i}{N} p_i \geq 0, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{L} p_i = 1 \]  

(7)

Images are divided into classes \( K_0 \) and \( K_1 \) by a threshold at level \( k \) in bi-level thresholding problem. \( K_0 \) is pixels with levels \([1,2,\ldots,L]\) and \( K_1 \) is pixels with levels \([k+1,1,\ldots,L]\). Probabilities of class occurrences and mean class levels can be written as equations (8) and (9) respectively. While the average total level of the image \( t \) can be write as equation (10).

\[ \omega_0 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i / \omega_0 = \sum_{i=k+1}^{L} p_i \]  

(8)

\[ \mu_0 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i / \omega_0 = \sum_{i=k+1}^{L} p_i / \omega_4 \]  

(9)

\[ \mu_T = \sum_{i=1}^{L} p_i \]  

(10)

Two relation can be written as equation (11) for several choices of \( k \).

\[ \omega_0 + \omega_1 = \mu_T, \quad \omega_0 + \omega_1 = 1 \]  

(11)

Furthermore, the objective function of the Otsu method can be defined as equation (12).

\[ \text{Maximim}_{\omega_0}^l = \omega_0 (\mu_0 - \mu_T)^2 + \omega_1 (\mu_1 - \mu_T)^2 \]  

(12)

Otsu’s method can be extended to multilevel thresholding problems. It is assumed that there is a threshold, which divides the image into \( m + 1 \) class: \( K_0 \) for \([1,2,\ldots,k]\), \( K_1 \) for \([k+1,\ldots,\mu]\) and \( K_m \) for \([k+1,\ldots,L]\). Kemudian fungsi dari metode Otsu ditulisikan kembali sebagai persamaan (13).

\[ \text{Maximim}_{\omega_0}^l = \omega_0 (\mu_0 - \mu_T)^2 + \omega_1 (\mu_1 - \mu_T)^2 + \cdots + \omega_m (\mu_m - \mu_T)^2 \]  

(13)

One method used to perform segmentation processes is to use the thresholding method. Threshold image thresholding T partitioning an image I into parts of a particular region based on the value of T itself. Suppose there is an L level of intensity in each RGB component of an image, and these levels are within the range of values \([0, 1, 2, \ldots, L-1]\), then it can be defined in equation (14).

\[ P_k = \frac{N_k}{N}, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_k = K = [R, G, B] \]  

(14)

Where is i intensity, \( 0 \leq i \leq L-1 \). \( K \) is image components, \( K = [R, G, B] \). N is total numbers pixels in image. \( h_k \) is number of pixels for intensity level i corresponds with component K. While total average (mean) is mean that combined from every image component as a equation (15).

\[ \mu_k = \sum_{i=1}^{L} P_k , K = [R, G, B] \]  

(15)
from 2-level thresholding can extended to find n-level thresholding where is n-1 level threshold $c_j^n$, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1$. Image can be written as equation function (16).

$$f^k(x, y) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2} (t^k_{n-1} + t^k_{n-2}), & t^k_{n-2} < f^k(x, y) \leq t^k_{n-1} \\ \frac{1}{2} (t^k_{n-2} + t^k_{n-3}), & t^k_{n-3} < f^k(x, y) \leq t^k_{n-2} \\ \frac{1}{2} (t^k_{n-1} + t^k_{n-2}), & 0 < f^k(x, y) \leq t^k_{n-1} \\ \frac{1}{2} (t^k_{n-1} + t^k_{n-2}), & f^k(x, y) > t^k_{n-1} \end{cases}$$

(16)

Where $s_i$ and $y$ are width (W) and length (H) image pixels write as $f^k(x, y)$ dwith intensity level Lin each RGB components. In this situation pixels of the image will be divided into n classes $D^n_1, \ldots, D^n_n$ which is represents multiple objects or certain features on a particular object. The method to get the optimal threshold is by maximizing the variance between classes through equation (17).

$$\sigma_B^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^k (\mu_i^k - \mu_B^k)^2, \ k = \{R, G, B\}$$

(17)

Where is $j$ represented specific class so that $w_i^k$ and $\mu_i^k$ are probability of occurrence (event) and mean from class $j$. Probability of occurrence $w_i^k$ and classes $D^n_1, \ldots, D^n_n$ given as equations (18).

$$w_i^k = \begin{cases} \sum_{C=[R,G,B]}^{n} P_i^k, & j = 1 \\ \sum_{C=[R,G,B]}^{C(i+1)} P_i^k, & 1 < j < n \\ \sum_{C=[R,G,B]}^{n-1} P_i^k, & j = n \end{cases}$$

(18)

While the mean of each class $\mu_i^k$ calculated using equation (19).

$$\mu_i^k = \begin{cases} \sum_{C=[R,G,B]}^{n} \frac{p_i^k}{w_i^k}, & j = 1 \\ \sum_{C=[R,G,B]}^{C(i+1)} \frac{p_i^k}{w_i^k}, & 1 < j < n \\ \sum_{C=[R,G,B]}^{n-1} \frac{p_i^k}{w_i^k}, & j = n \end{cases}$$

(19)

This n-level thresholding optimization problem is reduced to a search optimization problem for the threshold $t^k_{n-1}$ which maximizes 3 objective functions (i.e. fitness function) of each RGB component written in the form of equation (20).

$$q^k = \max_{1 < t^k_{n-1} < \ldots < t^k_{n-1} < \ldots} \sigma_B^2(t^k_{n-1})$$

(20)

The original PSO algorithm was introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [11]. Basically, the PSO comes from the advantages of the swarm intelligence concept, which is a collection of behavioral systems from simple agents that integrate locally with its environment which makes coherence global functional patterns. Based on the concept of PSO inheritance, DPSO was derived. Certain algorithms can work well on one problem but may fail in another. If an algorithm can be designed to adapt to the fitness function, adjust itself to the fitness landscape, a stronger algorithm with wider application, without the need for special engineering problems will result. In finding a better natural selection model using the PSO algorithm, Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) was introduced by Tillet et al. [12].

A few simple rules are followed to remove flocks, remove particles, and spawn new flocks and new particles: i) when the herd population is below the minimum, the flock is removed; and ii) the worst performing particles in the herd are removed when the maximum number of steps (counter search) without increasing the fitness function is achieved. After deletion of particles, instead of being set to zero, the counter is reset to the value close to the threshold number, according to the equation (21).

$$SC_c(N_{kill}) = SC_c^{\text{max}} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{N_{kill} + 1} \right]$$

(21)

Where is $N_{kill}$ as the number of particles removed from swarm (flocks) during periods where there is no improvement in fitness.

### 2.4 Support Vector Machine

Increasing number of features given to the input of a classifier with a given threshold will be affect classification accuracy decreases. This event is called Hughes phenomenon. The approach taken to overcome this problem consists of 4 approaches [13]: 1) Regularization sample of covariance matrix. The approach uses a normal multivariate probability density (Gaussian) model, usually widely used in remote sensing data, 2) Adaptation of statistical estimates through the exploitation of classified, 3) Feature extraction, 4) Spectral analysis class model.

The concept of support vector machine (SVM) mathematically is given as follows: Given a sample l training data $x_i, y_i$ where each sample has d input $x_i \in R^d$ and a label class with one of two values $y_i \in \{-1, 1\}$. All hyperplane in $R^d$ are parameterized through normal non-zero vector $w$ which in reality is an orthogonal vector to the hyperplane and constant $b$, written in equation (22).

$$w.x + b = 0$$

(22)

Where $x$ is point in the same space as the hyperplane. Supposes there are two hyperplane that canonical (normalization) given through the equation (23).

$$w.x + b = \pm 1$$

(23)

The distance from given points is calculates use equation (24).

$$d(w; b; x_i) = \frac{|w.x_i + b|}{||w||}$$

(24)

Support vector is defined as points on the canonical hyperplane. SVM non linear in input space, still in form of linear feature space. Space is obtained through kernel functions. The decision function can be simplified into a form:

$$g(x) = sign(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i k(x_i, x) + b)$$

(25)

The kernel that is usually used in SVM is in the form of:

1. **Kernel Polynomial** :

$$k(x_i, x_j) = (x_i \cdot x_j + 1)^{P}$$

(26)

2. **Kernel Radial Basis Function (RBF)** :

$$k(x_i, x_j) = \exp \left( -\frac{|x_i - x_j|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$

(27)

3. **Sigmoid** :

$$k(x_i, x_j) = \tanh (ax_i \cdot x_j + b)$$

(28)
2.5 Evaluation of Classification Result
In this paper evaluation of classification result that will be carried out by measuring classification accuracy (classification accuracy assessment). The results of spatial comparison from evaluation pixel are displayed in error matrix or confusion matrix. The results of comparison are measured using statistical test Kappa index (K). After image classification obtained, the results of the classification are measured and assessed to get feedback as an evaluation material for improved concept developed.

Data accuracy test is done by comparing two maps, where one map comes from remote sensing analysis (map tested) and the other is a map that comes from another source. The second map is used as reference map, and is assumed to have correct information. The truth of accuracy test results is done by using a confusion matrix that identifies not only errors for a category but also misclassification between categories. From information in the confusion matrix, it can be learned that classification deviations in form of excess number of pixels from other classes or emissions (omission) and lack of pixels in each class or commission.

A confusion matrix is a table where each column represents a value in a prediction class, while each row represents a value in the actual class. The accuracy of classification can be further calculated from the confusion matrix. The overall accuracy (OA) is the percentage of pixels that are correctly classified. Specific class accuracy or procedure accuracy (CA) is percentage of pixels that are correctly classified for a given class. Average accuracy (AA) is the mean of certain class accuracy for all classes. The Kappa coefficient is a percentage of conformity, i.e. pixels that are correctly classified, is justified through the expected amount of conformity purely through change.

3. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Hyperspectral image used in this paper is produce by Airborne Visible /Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS). This sensor operates in visible, near and mid-infrared spectrum, which has a wavelength range from 0.4 to 2.4μm. The sensor system has 224 data channels, 4 spectrometers, which has a wavelength range of 20m. The Indian Pines image was obtained from AVIRIS sensors above Northwestern Indiana in 1992. The original image was 145 x 145 pixels. The image contains 202 spectral bands (after being reduced by spectral bands containing noise and water absorption), the image consists of only 190 spectral bands used in this study. This image contains 16 corresponding classes: Alfalfa, corn no-till, corn-min till, corn, grass pasture, grass trees, grass mowed, oats, soybean-no till, soybean-min till, soybean-clean, building-trees-drive, stone-steel-tower. In Table 1 we can show the number of training and testing sample Aviris Indian Pines dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Corn no-till</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Corn-min till</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Grass-pasture</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Grass-Trees</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Grass-Mowed</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hay-windowed</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Soybean-no till</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Soybean-min till</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Soybean-clean</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>1265</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Bldg-Trees-Drive</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Stone-Steel-Tower</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first, input image is reduced dimensions by using Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA). The first three independent components (IC’s) are selected since they contain 95 percent of the total variance in dataset. The classification method proposed in this paper is based on Darwinian particle swarm optimization (DPSO) and support vector machine (SVM).

In Figure 2 a classification system of spectral-spatial hyperspectral images is shown which is built on a supervised learning scheme. Training samples and tests are taken from a set of image data following a particular sampling strategy. After image processing involving spectral-spatial operations, feature extraction steps combine spectral and spatial information to explore the most discriminatory features in different classes. The extracted feature is used to train a classifier that minimizes errors in the training set.

From Figure 2 can be seen that the Aviris Indian Pines image prior to the classification process was reduced in dimensions. The approach used is to use Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA) [14] [15]. The first three independent components (IC’s) are retained for use in the next process. The output of this step is then segmented using the DPSO method. In this paper, the hyperspectral image segmentation method uses Darwinian particle swarm optimization (DPSO).

The number of iteration in this research is equal to 150. Several levels were applied in this research, namely level 8, level 10, level 12 and level 14. Initializing DPSO parameter is shown in Table 2.
**Table 2: Parameter Initialization of DPSO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>DPSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iteration numbers</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population number</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vmax</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vmin</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmax</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmin</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Maximal</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Minimal</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Swarm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Swarm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Swarm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagnancy</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPU processing time of the data set used in this paper was tested on DPSO algorithms respectively for thresholding levels of 8, 10 and 12, 14. The average CPU processing time was obtained from 20 runs. The results are shown in Table 3. In the level 8, 10, 12, and 14 value of average CPU processing time are 5.5201, 5.5382, 5.9245, and 5.9710, respectively.

**Table 3: Average CPU Processing Time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>DPSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.5201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.5382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.9245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.9710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final results of segmentation using DPSO and spectral classification using support vector machines (SVM) combined with using majority vote (MV). A combination of segmentation map and classification based on pixels is done in this study. It is an approach where classification based on pixels is based on spectral information and image segmentation is displayed separately, then the results of segmentation and classification are combined using a previously defined fusion rule. This combination approach is called Majority Vote (MV) [16].

The approach of the majority vote the steps are as follows:

1. Classification based on pixels which are based solely on pixel spectral information and segmentation is done independently. In supervised cases it usually uses SVM for classification based on pixels.

2. In each region on the segmentation map, all pixels are entered into the class with the highest frequency among these regions. In Figure 3 show example of MV.

![Figure 3: Example of majority vote implementation for spectral-spatial based classification. (a) Classification map; (b) segmentation map; (c) Majority vote in a region segmentation](image)

Figure 4 shows the example of data dimension reduction using Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA) and segmentation methods using level-12 DPSO method. In this paper

![Figure 4: Aviris Indian Pines data set: (a) RGB Image (b) the first independent components (c) level 12 thresholding using DPSO](image)

In Figure 5 illustrates the standard SVM classification map and the proposed classification method with segmentation using DPSO level 8, 10, 12, and 14.

The output of SVM presents much pixel noise which can reduce the results of classification accuracy. The results showed in Table 4 that overall accuracy (OA) for SVM and new methods with levels 8.10, 12, and 14 are 0.8262, 0.8514, 0.8669, 0.8712, and 0.9059, respectively. Average accuracy (AA) value of SVM and four new methods are 0.8450, 0.8389, 0.8594, 0.8583, and 0.8978, respectively. Kappa index value of SVM and four new methods are 0.8014, 0.8300, 0.8474, 0.8521, and 0.8916, respectively.

From the four levels of segmentation the SVM classification results improve. Accuracy increases when the number of levels increases from 8 to 14. From this it can be seen that the accuracy increases with increasing levels. The study used the SVM + DPSO method with levels 8,10,12 and 14 increasing the SVM kappa coefficient by 2.86%, 4.60%, 5.07%, 9.02% respectively.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a data dimension reduction technique using Discriminant independent component analysis (DICA) and image segmentation using Darwinian particle swarm optimization (DPSO) is proposed for grouping pixels in hyperspectral images. The experimental results show that the DPSO is robust especially for higher levels of segmentation.

The efficiency of image segmentation using DPSO used is then combined with the support vector machines (SVM) method on image classification using a majority vote (MV). The results showed that using the proposed method of SVM + DPSO with levels 8, 10, 12 and 14 there was an increase in the Kappa index of 2.86%, 4.60%, 5.07%, 9.02% respectively.
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<table>
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<tbody>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td>Corn-min till</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Grass-pasture</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Grass-Trees</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Grass-Mowed</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hay-windowed</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Soybean-no till</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Soybean-min till</td>
<td>2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Soybean-clean</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Bldg-Trees-Drive</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Stone-Steel-Tower</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OA | 0.8262 | 0.8514 | 0.8669 | 0.8712 | 0.9059 |
AA | 0.8450 | 0.8389 | 0.8594 | 0.8583 | 0.8978 |
Kappa | 0.8014 | 0.8300 | 0.8474 | 0.8521 | 0.8916 |
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